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Walk training research with children having multiple disabilities is presented. Orthosis aid
in walking for children with multiple disabilities such as Cerebral Palsy continues to be a
clinical and technological challenge. In order to reduce pain and improve treatment
strategies, an intermediate structure – humanoid robot NAO – is proposed as an assay
platform to study walking training models, to be transferred to future special exoskeletons
for children. A suitable and stable walking model is proposed for walk training. It would
be simulated and tested on NAO. This comparative study of zero moment point (ZMP)
supports polygons and energy consumption validates the model as more stable than the
conventional NAO. Accordingly direction variation of the center of mass and the slopes of
linear regression knee/ankle angles, the Slow Walk model faithfully emulates the gait
pattern of children.

& 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Many technological devices can help people with brain or spinal chord injuries to acquire or recover physiological
capabilities of walking. For an adult, robotic relearning of movements has been used to re-write walking patterns. For
example in the market of today, Lokomat is a motorized lower extremity exoskeleton for spinal cord injury patients on a
treadmill [1]; Mechanized Gait Trainer (MGT) is a one degree-of-freedom powered machine that drives the foot [2]. Can
similar devices allow real psychomotor progress in children with multiple disabilities who have never acquired walking
patterns? Although Lokomat–Hocoma, HAL-fit and HSR-Toyota have already exoskeleton products for children, they are only
for the normal disabilities. Patients with Cerebral Palsy (CP) or multiple disabilities are different from people with other
neurological disorders [3]. ”Multiple disabilities” is a term for a person with several disabilities, such as a sensory disability
associated with a motor disability. Individual usually has more than one significant disability, such as movement difficulties,
sensory loss, and/or a behavior or emotional disorder. Persons with severe and multiple disabilities may carry a variety of
diagnostic labels, including (1) severe or profound levels of mental retardation (IQ scores below 40); (2) mental retardation
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Fig. 1. Schema of the application of NAO in the research.
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that requires extensive or pervasive supports for an extended time; (3) autism, childhood disintegrative disorder, or Rett
syndrome (several types of autism spectrum disorders); and (4) various genetic disorders accompanied by extensive mental
retardation (e.g., Tay–Sachs disease, untreated phenylketonuria, tuberous sclerosis, Lesch–Nyhan syndrome). Though the
children might have four complete limbs, they do not have the opportunity to walk.

As such, a project called ”MOTION” has been launched in France to design a motorized exoskeleton to educate movement
to children who lack the ability to walk, suffering from multiple disabilities, cerebral palsy and neurological injuries or
disorders, those least affected by musculoskeletal impairment. This is an integrated part of the rehabilitation process
(sessions of 20–30 min) according to individual Central Nervous System (CNS) function [4], not meant as a palliative support
for permanent use. This study provides an evaluation of promoting psychomotor development, where it is naturally blocked
in disabled children, by using special technological means of motor education.

Therapeutic management in children with multiple disabilities is much more difficult than in adults [5]. In fact, children may
be unable to communicate, perhaps difficult to understand or to comprehend or unable to voice experienced feelings of pain or
discomfort. Only caregivers and family may fully understand such feelings and distinguish them from moodiness or other
conditions. It is thus dangerous to place such children in motorized robotic orthoses. To reduce risks and save time, NAO [6] has
been used as an intermediate platform. NAO replaces the children. As shown in Fig. 1 the step ①, first needs to ensure that a
degree of freedom of the robot NAO so as to imitate walking children and also to simulate additional pathological constraints
NAO, then simulate the walk mode as the step ②, which is controlled by control PID as shown in the step ③.

This walking mode is different from the general humanoid robot walk which is always with the knee bended, so as to
easily maintain the stability about zero-moment point (ZMP) [7] and control the state of robot at all times. The walk mode
with knee always bended consumes more energy than the mode with the knee intermittent straight [8] which is the normal
walk mode of human. Thus, the first phase of project ”Motion” was to achieve a slow walk mode with knee intermittently
straight, which is the objective of the walk training of children with multiple disabilities. This walking model needs to
minimize stress of joints and avoid sudden, jerky movements.

There are many exoskeletal machines available, some of which are versions of leg bones and muscles, and the pelvic
girdle, and thus have a more modest aim to restore user's power and strength [9]. An example is ”ReWalk” [10], which can
train the disabled to walk. But in general, they are simple gait-repeated machines. Although they might furnish sensors and
controllers for security [11], they cannot be adapted to fit the individual user. If the machine uses one single walking model
to fit all, its use will lead to discomfort and pain. The intermediate structure NAO is thus used to optimize the management
of balance by reducing the ZMP polygon support and to ensure that the walking trajectory is suitable for the individual child.
NAO obtained parameters of controllers are then introduced into a virtual exoskeleton machine, as shown in Fig. 1, steps ④
and ⑤, reducing the time of adaption. On the contrary, if the exoskeleton cannot perfectly simulate the training walk, the
exoskeleton structure should be improved to fit the walk model, as step ⑥.

This paper is divided into six sections. Section 2 gives a brief summary of the biped cinematic model of NAO. In Section 3,
a slow walk model is described and compared with the walk model built-in (’Aldebaran’ mode). Section 4 shows the
experimental platform and results of test. Finally, a Conclusion and future work section provides a brief summary on this
paper and our current and future research projects.

2. NAO, mathematical model and controller

2.1. NAO and kinematic model

NAO is a humanoid robot developed by Aldebaran Robotics. His height is a child size 58 cm. It has 25 degrees of freedom
(DOF): 2 in the head, 6 in each arm, 5 in each leg and 1 in the pelvis. All the joints are type of Pivot joint. As shown in Fig. 2,
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Table 1
DH parameters for the left leg chain of the NAO robot.

Frame (Joint) a α d θ

Base A(0,HipOffsetY,-HipOffsetZ)
LHipYawPitch 0 �3π/4 0 q1L�π=2
LHipRoll 0 �π/2 0 q2Lþπ=4
LHipPitch 0 pi/2 0 q3L
LKneePitch �ThighLength 0 0 q4L
LAnklePitch �TibiaLength 0 0 q5L
LAnkleRoll 0 �π/2 0 q6L
Rotation RzðπÞRyð�π=2Þ
End Effector Að0;0; �FootHeightÞ
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two pelvis joints q6L and q6R are coupled together on one servomotor and cannot move independently [12]. In this study
research, the upper limb is treated as a rigid member, only the 11 DOF in the lower limb are exploited. Let the x-axis point
forward, the z-axis point upward and the y-axis be determined by the right-hand rule. The 11 actuators are installed as
follows: one body–pelvis joint q6R (q6L¼q6R), two pelvis–hip joints for right q5R and for left q5L, two hip–thigh joints q4R
and q4L, two thigh–tibia joints at knee q3R and q3L, two tibia–ankle joints q2R and q2L, two ankle–foot joints q1R and q1L.
Let the joint coordinate in the single-support phase be q¼ ½q1R q1L⋯q6R q6L�T .

The forward kinematics needs to be defined by a mapping from the joint space of the robot to three-dimensional space
with respect to any base coordinate frame. All joints of the NAO robot are equipped with 12-bit encoders, which are updated
at a frequency of 100 Hz, and therefore joint values are readily available at any time. Despite the 11 DOF, the forward
kinematics problem can be readily de-constructed because the two kinematic chains (left and right legs) are completely
independent and have one common joint. Thus, from the center of mass (CoM) to one foot, the forward kinematics can find
the position ðpx; py; pzÞ and orientation ðαx;αy;αzÞ by a given kinematic chain with joints and a set of joint values
ðq1; q2;…; q6Þ with the Denavit–Hartenberg method (DH) [13]. DH method deals with relationships between positions and
joint angles. It depicts the coordinate transformation from base to the terminal of robot. This paper simplifies links and
marks each conversion into coordinates, as illustrated in Fig. 2. The kinematic chain for the left leg has six joints and it is the
longest chain on the NAO robot. Table 1 shows the DH parameters for the entire kinematic chain of the left leg and the final
transformation matrix is

TEnd
Base ¼ A0

BaseT
1
0T

2
1T

3
2T

4
3T

5
4T

6
5nRðπÞRyð�π=2ÞAEnd

6 ð1Þ

The kinematic chains for the legs are fully symmetric relatively to the plane defined by the x-axis and the z-axis. So, the
differences between the two chains are only in the distances along the y-axis and in the joints that rotate about the y-axis.
Table 2 shows all the DH parameters for the right leg chain and the final transformation matrix is the same as Eq. (1).

Conversely, an inverse kinematics model is used to reach target points or follow trajectories in the three-dimensional
(3D) space [14]. It defines the ways to go from the 3D space to joint space by the solution of kinematic chain equations [6],
such as ½q1; q2;…; q6� ¼ f ðpx; py; pzÞ. It is important to note that if the number of DOF increases, a point in the 3D space might
have more than one matching solution in the joint space. The decision system needs to choose the best solution for example
according to minimum energy cost.



Table 2
DH parameters for the right leg chain of the NAO robot.

Frame (Joint) a α d θ

Base A(0,-HipOffsetY,-HipOffsetZ)
RHipYawPitch 0 �π/4 0 q1R�π=2
RHipRoll 0 �π/2 0 q2R�π=4
RHipPitch 0 pi/2 0 q3R
RKneePitch �ThighLength 0 0 q4R
RAnklePitch �TibiaLength 0 0 q5R
RAnkleRoll 0 �π/2 0 q6R
Rotation RzðπÞRyð�π=2Þ
End Effector Að0;0; �FootHeightÞ
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Fig. 3. Schemas of walking phase.
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2.2. PID controller

The system needs to control each joint motor to accomplish the profiles of Slow Walk. The kinematic model of NAO is
necessary to get the end positions of feet and feedback it to ZMP calculation. It is a control loop feedback controller which
calculates an error value as the difference between a measured process variable (real angles of joints) and a desired setpoint
(angles profiles of Slow Walk model). The controller attempts to minimize the error by adjusting the process through use of
a manipulated variable [15]. The proportional, integral, and derivative terms are summed to calculate the output of the PID
controller. Defining u(t) as the controller output, the final form of the PID algorithm is shown as the following:

U tð Þ ¼ Kpe tð ÞþKi

Z t

0
e τð Þ dτþKd

d
dt
e tð Þ ð2Þ

where Kp is the proportional gain, Ki is the integral gain, Kd is the derivative gain; e(t) is the error, t is the time or
instantaneous time, τ is the variable of integration which takes on values from time 0 to the present t. Then Ziegler–Nichols
tuning method [16] was used to determine the parameters of PID. It was performed by setting the Ki and Kd gains to zero. Kp

is then increased (from zero) until it reaches the ultimate gain Ku, at which the output of the control loop oscillates with a
constant amplitude. Ku and the oscillation period Tu are used to set the Kp, Ki, and Kd gains depending on the classic type
used, as the following:

Kp ¼ 0:6Ku ð3Þ

Ki ¼ 2Kp=Tu ð4Þ

Kd ¼ KpTu=8 ð5Þ
On the basis of simulation results, the parameters were chosen as Kp¼10, Ki¼1.5 and Kd¼20.

3. Walk phases and ZMP

Various types of phases are experienced throughout a walk [17]. Despite all the apparent changes, the same two distinct
phases essentially remain: the single support phase and the double support phase [18]. As shown in Fig. 3, in general,
humans (or bipedal robot) begin at the double support phase, where both feet are in contact with the ground. Then there is
a transition into the single support phase which consists of one leg in contact with the ground (support leg) and the other in
the air (mobile leg). The mobile leg is then moved to the desired location on the ground and the cycle repeats itself as both
feet are now in contact with the ground. The length of time of different phases determines the velocity of the walk. The
double support phase decreases with acceleration and in the case of running, the double support phase disappears.

In the single-support phase, NAO's joint dynamic parameters can be expressed as Eq. (6). D(q) is the positive-definite
11�11 mass–inertia matrix, Hðq; _qÞ is a 11�1 vector of Coriolis and gravity terms, and u is a 11�1 vector of control input
torques. The dynamic equation is valid for both the left foot stance and right foot stance phases [19]

DðqÞ €qþHðq; _qÞ ¼ u ð6Þ
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None the less, there is a problem of body balance encountered throughout this cycle and during the single support phase.
This might be due to gravity, a support polygon too small, inertial forces of the mobile leg and momentum from prior
movements [20]. Stability analysis of human walking can be simplified using the Zero-Moment Point (ZMP) criterion [21].
ZMP specifies the point with respect to which dynamic reaction force upon foot ground contact not produce any horizontal
moment. At this point, the sum of horizontal inertia and gravity equals zero. For humanoid robot, ZMP is the point on the
support polygon of the robot where the moments acting on the robot are balanced by an opposing moment from the ground
[22]. When this point exists inside the support polygon, the robot does not rotate around the edges of the foot and remains
upright. On basis of kinematic and dynamic models, the control system should sequester ZMP path within the support
polygon, thus maintaining body balance.

The stability of the foot contact of a legged robot can be determined by checking that the ZMP is inside the support
polygon of the robot feet without solving the motion equations for when the robot is walking on a horizontal plane with
sufficient friction [23]. There are two basic ways to calculate ZMP. One is demonstrated by Eqs. (7)–(9), which need
acceleration sensors to measure €x, €y, €z [24]. In theory, the acceleration of each part should be measured along x!, y! and z!.
In practice, the sum of accelerations of each part is considered as the acceleration at CoM [25]

X xi�Xzmp

yi�Yzmp

zi

2
64

3
75�mi

€xi
€yi

€zi þg

2
64

3
75þ

τix
τiy
τiz

2
64

3
75¼

0
0
Mz

2
64

3
75 ð7Þ

In some literature, the equation is simplified as XZMP ¼ xCoM� €xzCoM
gþ €z and YZMP ¼ yCoM� €yzCoM

gþ €z. However, the performance of
acceleration sensor effect the estimation of ZMP. Additionally, if gþ €z ¼ 0 or approaches 0, the equation has can not be
correctly resolved. Some authors suppose €z ¼ 0 [26] in order to ensure resolution and simplify the equations, but this does
not work while walking with the knees intermittent straight. The knee of the support leg being straight, the body would lift.
In addition acceleration €z cannot be ignored [27], as it may be half of gravity or greater. When it Zg, jumping or running
occur [28]

XZMP ¼
P

mixið €zi þgÞ� P
mizi €xi þ

P
τixP

mið €zi þgÞ ð8Þ

YZMP ¼
P

miyið €zi þgÞ� P
mizi €yi þ

P
τiyP

mið €zi þgÞ ð9Þ

Thus, more researchers prefer to use pressure sensors on feet in order to estimate ZMP. Note that left foot position is
ðx1; y1Þ and right foot position is ðx2; y2Þ; the normal force measured from left foot and right foot are N1 and N2. Thus two
simple Eqs. (10) and (11) reveals the relation between these measures and ZMP. In this method, the numerators never equal
to zero and the it does not need to ignore any part of equation

N1x1þmgXZMPþN2x2 ¼ 0
N1y1þmgYZMPþN2y2 ¼ 0

(
ð10Þ

XZMP ¼ �N1X1 �N2 �X2
mg

YZMP ¼ �N1Y1 �N2 �Y2
mg

8<
: ð11Þ

In the section results, we examine the methods in terms of what is most practical.
4. Slow walk training model

4.1. Inspiration from adult walk

Due to the height of NAO being that of a 1 year old, it is impossible to derive the walk model directly from normal
children who are unable to walk stably. It is however possible to build a child walk model based on adult walk
characteristics, such as stride, and leg joints torques [29]. The profile of joint angles is key to the child walk model. Fig. 4
presents a profile of an adult, courtesy of Valenciennes University.

It is clear that joint angles variation (Hip Pitch, Knee Pitch and Ankle Pitch) of two legs are in opposite phases and the
profiles of hip and knee joints are smooth. In one cycle of walk, the amplitude of hip joint is higher (about 1 rad) while
swinging forward, compared to swinging back (about �0.8 rad) as shown in Fig. 4a and b reveals that the knee angles are
always negative according to the constraint of structure of knee. Fig. 4c presents the variation of ankle phases follows the
variation of hips. When one leg is raised, the foot is raised. Is the adult walk model suitable for children walk training, even if
amplitude and angle velocities are reduced?
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4.2. Model of walk training

In fact, the walk training model for children with multiple disabilities is different from the general walking model used
for the disabled. Due to problems of nervus motorius and brain networks, from the moment they are born, they do not have
the ability to walk although they possess fully formed legs [30]. Because of the high level of disability and the problem of
brain networks, it is too dangerous for them to walk fast [31]. Thus, according to the propositions of doctors and experts of
the hospital Group of the Catholic University of Lille (France), we built a target gait for these children. This is a slow walking
model (hereinafter referred to as SWmodel), and the video is available at http://www.youtube.com/watch?v¼ j6OnEIzRzaw.
In comparison with the normal walking model of NAO (the Aldebaran model), the profiles of joint angles in the SW model
better respect human walk characteristics [32], as shown in Figs. 5 and 6. The first difference in the models is that the knee
of the support leg is straight in SW model during the double support phases. In general, humanoid robots bend the knees at
the beginning of walking [33] and take on an initial position as shown in Fig. 5. In fact, more than the knee joints, all the
pitch joints are bent during the walking, because singular states might appear [34], if any joints were straight (value¼0).
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This leads to no solution, or infinitely many solutions of the inverse cinematic equations. The SW model avoids the singular
states.

The second difference between the two models is the smoothness of the curves the SW gait flows more freely. Third,
although the SW model takes about 4 times as long as the Aldebaran model for 1 m walking, the SW model simplifies in
only seven steps. Whereas the Aldebaran model takes 16 steps, taking quick short steps, compared to the SWmodel which is
more suitable for training. Fourthly, as shown in the two figures, the phases of the pitch joints are complementary between
the left and the right. For example, the phase of left knee is later by half period than the phase of right knee. This avoids
collision between the two legs (or two feet) during walking as shown in Fig. 6.

In addition, the classical walk model robot upper-body remains upright while walking. It is easy to calculate the
coordination of each joint in the frame of the center of mass (CoM), because the coordinate axis of frame CoM parallels the
coordination axis of the world frame. But when humans walk, the body slightly leans forward to help hold balance. In the
section of results, we will compare these two walk models in terms of angle acceleration ratio and knee/angle.

5. Experimental platform and results

’Simulink-Simmechanics’ is used to accomplish the control system for NAO walk. As shown in Fig. 7a, a whole NAO
geometric model is built in ’Simmechanics’. Fig. 7b presents the sub-system of right leg. Fig. 7c shows the control system of
the joint Hip–Pelvis of the right leg. There is an angular sensor in each articulation. In addition, there is one PID controller
for each joint to follow the command of system. Fig. 7d shows the simulation of NAO and its exoskeleton in ’Simulink-
Simmechanics’.

5.1. Effect on center of mass

Fig. 8 shows the effect on CoM of robot by SW model and Aldebaran model. The variation of orientation of CoM is
presented by gyro sensor which is installed in the thorax of NAO. It is clear that the variation of amplitude is more regular in
the SWmodel, improving the stability during the walk. In addition, the angle about axis y is approximately 0.2 rad in the SW
model, similar to human walk of 0.1 rad, as shown in Fig. 8b. Humans naturally lean forward while walking, the front
angulation increasing as we walk faster. Because the human walk data are from an adult, the size of body and the velocity of
the walk are different from NAO. This explains why the angles about axis of human walk are smaller than in the SW model
although balance and weight are equally distributed to the ground underneath the feet.

5.2. Effect on energy

In the SW model, NAO needs to walk slowly with firm steps suitable for patients, thus consuming less energy. The
maximum forward velocity of walking in the Aldebaran model is about 0:067 m=s, and in the SW model, about 0:048 m=s.
As shown in Fig. 9a, the cinematic energy (Ec) of SW model is about half that of Aldebaran model. The first two seconds
show that NAO needs to bend its knees in the Aldebaran model, causing a delay of two seconds. In contrast, the SW model
makes the walk with knees straight, moving immediately at once. Fig. 9b presents the variation in gravitational potential



Fig. 7. Controllers application of Simmechanics-Simulink on NAO.
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energy (Eg) during the walk of the two models. The amplitude of the variation of the SW model is about 1/10 that of the
Aldebaran model. The SW model consumes less energy.

5.3. Effect on slopes of linear regression knee/ankle

During walking, humans need to respond to a wide variety of balance perturbations. The central nervous system (CNS)
must select muscle activation patterns appropriate, not only for an assortment of perturbation types and magnitudes, but
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also in accordance with biomechanical constraints such as those imposed by intersegmental dynamics and musculoskeletal
geometry [35]. The angle proportion, angle velocity proportion and angle acceleration proportion of knee to ankle are under
regular feedback during walking. The linear regression slopes of proportion disturbances including noise [36]. As shown in
Fig. 10, although the weight, size, walking mode are quite different, the SW model and human walking model have similar
slopes of linear regression of the angle acceleration proportion. They are all positive, the slop of SW model is about 0.65 and
the slop of human walking is about 2. On contrary, Aldebaran model has a different linear regression whose slop is negative.
5.4. Effect on ZMP

The estimations of ZMP (SW model) of two different methods are shown in Fig. 11. The two methods present the same
profiles, however in Fig. 11b and c, the ZMP curve by pressure sensors is more accurate than in Fig. 11a. The variation of each
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step is clearly pursued by the ZMP trajectory. The maximum derivation of the ZMP curves by acceleration sensors is about
0.28. In contrast, the maximum derivation of ZMP curves by pressure sensors is about 0.1. Thus, ZMP curves better converge
via the pressure sensors. In addition, at the beginning of walk, surprisingly, the alternates of support legs are confused, and
acceleration ð €xÞ is not stable as ZMP points diverge between acceleration and pressure sensors. The estimation of ZMP by
pressure sensors is not necessarily better than by acceleration sensors. For NAO, with the results of this comparison,
pressure sensors were selected to calculate ZMP.

Fig. 12 shows the trajectories of ZMP according to the base coordinates of NAO CoM by the method with pressure sensors.
The ZMP area of the SW model is smaller in the left-right direction ð y!Þ than Aldebaran model. This means that NAO sways
only very slightly in the SW model which is more stable. In contrast the SW model has a large ZMP area along the forward
direction, due to the body leaning ahead while walking and a wider step. Otherwise, CoM is at upper body and ZMP is
calculated from the pressure sensor at the feet. ZMP along x! is negative in the SW model.

In addition, the area of the SW parallelogram which contains 80% of ZMP [37] is about 24 cm2 , whereas, the area of the
Aldebaran Model parallelogram is about 32 cm2. The ZMP points are thus more concentrated in the SW model which
reveals that this model is more stable.

6. Conclusions and future work

In this paper, a new walk training model for children with multiple disabilities is proposed. The humanoid robot NAO is
used as an intermediate platform in order to build the control system and test before children. On this basis a slow walk
model is considered best, as the walk training target. The control systemwas constructed in Simulink-Simmechanics, which
requires NAO to follow the trajectory of the SW model to walk. In comparison with the Aldebaran walk model and human
walk data, this slow walk model is more appropriate and stable. In the future, the project will start the second step of
structure testing. At first, the decision system and controllers shall be introduced into an exoskeleton and tested by NAO
with actuators set to free. The technology presented in this paper shall be made available to the children of the Injéno
association.
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